
2019 ERIN BERRY CANADIAN ROOKIE MASTER GAME 

OCTOBER 29, 2019 -- ANALYSIS BY Ron Bishop 

The CBF would like to thank Ron Bishop of Toronto, ON for preparing this year’s analysis. Ron has 
been involved with bridge for his whole adult life… earlier it was as a hobby and pastime; now it’s his 
vocation. He currently plies his trade (as a writer, teacher, player, mentor and director) at clubs in 
and around the Toronto metropolitan area.   He is a regular finals competitor at Canada’s national 
team championship. 

Erin Berry was developing into one of Canada’s best Junior players when she tragically died in an 
automobile accident in January 1998.  The Fall Rookie-Master game is named in her honour. 

We hope you enjoyed the game and that you will mark Wednesday, April 10, 2019 on your calendar 
– that is the date of the next Helen Shields Rookie-Master game. 

We had best, as North, just open 1♠… too much in high 
cards and distribution to open any other level of spades.   
East will take the opportunity to overcall 2♣.   If South had 
just two spades he might aim to extract a penalty against 
2♣ [‘trap passing’], but with three trumps the wiser course 
is to just raise to 2♠.  SUPPORT with support!  

West has a good 8-card suit of his own and there is no 
time like the present… best to bid either 3♦ or 4♦ to get 

that hand into the fray.  North should try a forcing 3♥, while he has the chance.   Over 3♦ – 3♥, East 
should take the initiative to raise diamonds as it could be one of those double-game-swing boards 
[each side being able to make game in their best fit] and now it is up to which side gets the 5-level 
decision ‘right’ – tough for E/W to save at the 6-level since they have THREE Aces but that turns out 
to be the winning action. 

Expect some +650’s for N/S in ‘5-of-a-major doubled’ making to appear on the scoresheet and also 
some small plus scores when defending 6 of a minor.  N/S need to avoid the big mistake of letting 
E/W play at the 5-level.  Any minus score for N/S won’t be a good result.  A good example hand for 
bidding more when in possession of a big fit. 

In Standard (also in 2/1) East will open 1♠… the three Aces 
and 13 Hcp counterbalance the miserable suit – and, yes, 
it is a 5-card suit.   Both South and West should pass.  That 
will set a problem for North… a good hand but too few 
hearts to ‘double’; good spade defense but the wrong 
shape (and systemically too many values) for a ‘balancing 
1NT’… so he’ll be stuck with just trying a simple ‘passout 
seat’ bid of 2♦.  South should up the ante by 
‘constructively’ raising to 3♦.  North has just a modest suit 

and is missing a few of the Aces (and likely a bunch of spades and hearts as well), so he should let it 
go at 3♦.  The raise has done its job – keeping a possible opposition heart suit out of the picture. 



Expect N/S to normally be + 110 or +130 – [East might ‘lose’ the ♥Ace if he ducks once].  Only an 
immediate heart attack defensively will limit aggressive Norths (only 23 combined Hcp’s) to fewer 
than nine tricks in NT.  So, there will be some fortunate +120’s or +150/180’s for very good scores 
N/S.  Minuses won’t score well. 

We can see this board being passed out at many tables… 
there just isn’t an easy way into the bidding for any 
player.  East will usually have the final decision to make… 
all of his options being fraught with danger.  Only ten 
points; not having true support for both of the majors; 
not enough spade length to ‘control the auction’; opening 
in an ugly (not even lead-directing) club suit; or lying by 
quite a bit to open 1♥.  With N/S having chances (because 
of the fortunate club layout) in both spades and clubs, 

and E/W being okay in a low-level diamond part score,  PASS should be in the middle of the 
scoresheet (or perhaps even slightly over-average for E/W) . 

West hasn’t got enough to consider opening; so, the 
spotlight falls on North… this is what the bridge books call 
‘Aces and Spaces’.  No intermediate cards and 
unsupported Queens [in the history books those usually 
get overthrown]… we hope there are just as many 
second-seat Passers as there are 1♠ openers… at least 
that would show us that they can see the problems.  
Where North chooses to open 1♠, the auction will 

normally proceed (N/S only bidding)… 1♠ – 2♣ – 2NT (balanced minimum) – 3NT; to arrive in a good 
game.   

When North chooses to initially Pass, South has the archetype hand (under the ACBL’s new 
allowable guidelines) to open 1NT !... the correct point count; a tough rebid if the auction were to 
go 1♣ – P – 1♠; and easy roads (bidding devices through Stayman and transfers) to later find out 
about a possible heart fit.  This hand’s spade support [singleton K] must be at least as good as ‘xx’; 
and, heaven forbid, that card might even be allowed to win the first trick if West were to lead a 
spade away from some length.  This start to the bidding also leads to an easy auction… North 
transfers to spades and then rebids 3NT (to give South a game choice).  Voila !  

One shouldn’t believe everything you read… yes, it is 
possible to make 4♥ with the N/S cards because of the 
fortunate distribution of the ‘round’ suits… but it’s almost 
impossible to get there.  Simply buying the contract in a ♣ 
partscore (and getting a plus result) is a nice goal on this 
board.  North and East will each usually Pass, so South 
will get a chance to open in 3rd seat.  Three ‘quick tricks’ 
argue for opening, so 1♣ it is… (we can use partner’s 
response, or their negative double in competition, to get 

to hearts if we deserve to play in that suit).  West will often pass and North can simply jump to 3♣ to 



show a raise with good passed hand values.  Sometimes, however, West will overcall with a ‘lead-
directional’ 1♠ bid and now things heat up.  North should bid 2♠ [a good passed-hand raise for clubs] 
and East will be a pest by raising the ante to 3♠ (knowing he is willing to compete to that level over a 
later 3♣ bid).  Off two spades and a late diamond, South, when declaring clubs (sometimes at the 4-
level), will need to get the trumps right to garner +130… a wrong guess will generate a small plus 
for E/W together with most of the matchpoints going their way. 

Most players (with the East hand’s attractive 6-3-1-3 
shape) will relax the traditional 2 of 3, or 3 of 5, honour 
recommendations in order to open 2♠.  South hasn’t got 
a good enough suit to bid (nor a good enough hand 
either), so West will be free to try for game with 2NT [his 
Aces, third trump, and good intermediates are enough]… 
a well-placed feature will make his hand worthy of a 
game bid in spades.  East’s 3♣ response [the ♣Ace or 
King] will be good news and West should close 

proceedings with 4♠.   Declarer needs to manage his entries well so that he can draw trumps 
(cashing the spade Ace first) and then late in the play can use dummy’s minor entry to toss his 
hand’s club loser on the 13th heart.  A spade game scoring + 620 will garner many matchpoints as 
some may not get there; and some may be slightly careless (unlucky ?) and go down once they do 
arrive at the four-level. 

After South’s 1st seat Pass, West will surely open with 1♠.  
Most Norths will think that bidding 3♣ is too iffy a 
position, so they won’t chance an overcall on such meagre 
values.  East will respond with 2♥ (even if that means 
creating a ‘Force-to-Game’ as it does in the 2/1 system).  
Opener should just raise to 3♥ (three little trumps plus the 
value contributed by the void in clubs is quite enough to 
support).  East, unaware that the ♣K carries little weight, 

will go on to game (4♥).   

South’s lead of the ♦J seems to present declarer with the greatest problem in the play; but he 
should still emerge with ten tricks as he can safely trump both of his potential club losers in the 
dummy.  Some declarers will manage eleven tricks for a fantastic + 650 but even +620 should be a 
decent matchpoint score for E/W. 

With N/S making nine tricks in clubs (losing just two 
spades, a heart plus a trump trick), East/West will have to 
compete up to 3♠ to achieve a good result.  After a single 
raise by East of his partner’s 1♠ opening, West may take a 
rosy view of his good 5-5 pattern and just blast out a 
game.  This won’t meet with a kind fate as N/S can 
magically even beat 2♠ !  If the defenders don’t find their 
early diamond ruffs, four tricks will still be available at the 

end… two diamonds, one club and one heart.  Any plus score E/W will be worth a lot of matchpoints 



while tops N/S will go to those that decide to double a high number of spades and happen to find all 
their tricks.  Predicting +110 N/S as worth most of the points as two down, achieved whilst 
defending, is worth only +100. 

This looks like a partscore battle with South’s big red two-
suiter being outbid by E/W’s big club fit.  Although E/W 
could get a Kreskin-like divine result in 4♠, it’s not a place 
you would like to be.  A 4♣ part score (losing two 
diamonds and a trump trick) looks like a far more likely 
contract… + 130 for E/W will be the most common one 
on the scoresheet. 

 

East/West should have the auction all to themselves… 1♦ 
(East)  P  1♥  P  2♥…  and then West will have to make a 
decision as to whether to try for game. The hand’s 
positives are Aces and a trump honour.  Negatives are 
just a four-card trump holding and just ten points.  West 
can predict that utilizing East’s diamonds may come too 
late in the play… the opponents may get all their tricks 
before any diamond winners are of value.  Best to pass 
the raise.  Try to make matchpoints in the play by taking 

as many tricks as possible, without the attendant risk of a minus score from getting too high.  The 
good trump ‘intermediates’ should send a CROSS-RUFF signal to declarer’s brain. A couple of 
fortunate Wests may be allowed to make ten tricks for + 170.  Most, however, will be held to just 
nine;  +140 for E/W (with the bad trump break playing a big role).  

East will open 1♥ with his reasonable 5-5 hand.  West will 
respond 1♠ (don’t partners always respond in your VOID 
when you’ve elected to open partly based on good shape, 
LOL).  East will rebid 2♣ and West, unsure whether the 
hands belong in game can try an invitational 2NT (shows 
the 11-12 points correctly and positionally protects those 
diamond cards).  East is having nothing to do with 
NoTrump, and states his case with a non-forcing 3♣ 
continuation.  West’s holding has grown up slightly.  He 

should try for game with a raise to 4♣… an invitation which East should reject.  The spade void; 
empty hearts and minimum points will be justification for taking a dim view.   With many going 
minus in NoTrump contracts, making +130 in a club partscore will garner most of the matchpoints 
for E/W.  Few (if any declarers) will be able to conjure a route to eleven tricks. 

 

 



Most Norths will open 1♦, considering their hand 
incorrect in shape and points for 1NT, and then South will 
respond 1♠.  North might pull in the reins slightly and just 
rebid 2♦ (although a 3♦ rebid is not a sin).  Where can 
South go from here?  Trying for game with 2♥ (a forcing 
bid) is just too ambitious.  Rebidding 2♠ with only a 5-
card suit risks playing in a real misfit.  So, most Souths 
will pass and the final contract will be 2♦ (unless West 
dons his hero cape and comes in with 2♥ or via a 

balancing double).  North will do fine at this level and should make +90 … five diamonds, two 
spades and a heart for a good matchpoint score.  A plus is good on this deal.  

North will usually open 1♦ with his three-suiter and raise 
his partner’s 1♠ response up to the two-level.  With a lot 
of holes to fill, South should simply jump to game but 
there will be the odd pair that try for slam.  The five-level 
is in jeopardy; a safe club lead from West will necessitate 
declarer working on hearts to create a pitch for his long-
term diamond loser.   Leading the first heart from dummy 
early on will be best as East’s short heart holding will 
eventually ruff down (or, if East flies up with the heart 

Ace, then South can establish a winner by himself).  A score of +620 for 4♠ making just ten tricks 
rates to be below average as all will get to game. Some may make eleven tricks for +650.   Even 
passing North’s hand initially will still see the partnership getting to game.  North later will make a 
strong passed-hand spade raise and South accepts the invitation. 

Here it’s all a question of preemption.   South will open a 
weak 2♦ in second position [a ‘classic’ weak two] and 
North should “raise the ante” by upping to 3♦ (it’s not a 
hand good enough for North to try for game with an 
enquiring 2NT bid).  E/W will now have a difficult time 
getting into the auction (although they can make a part 
score in hearts)… most often the bidding barrage will let 
N/S buy the contract.  We can’t see 3♦ making… usually it 
will lose two clubs, two hearts and a spade for one 

down; but that score of -50 should still see N/S getting a good chunk of the matchpoints.  Some 
E/W pairs will go plus in 2♥ or 3♥ (for +110 or +140) in their direction.  

After West open 1♣, North should be satisfied with a 
simple 1♦ overcall  (you can’t preempt with such good 
spade support… it is “the master suit”).  East should bid 
1♥, prepared to later force to some game with his fine 
club support.  South had better bid 1♠ now that the 
time/space permits (all at the table will know from the 
auction that South is rather limited; his mild diamond 
support will serve as a ‘safety valve’ in case partner 



doesn’t like spades).  West raises to 2♥.  North has a tough choice (his actions are coloured with a 
deep psychological intent); it’s clearly right to raise partner’s spades, but how high?  North wants to 
be able to “buy” the hand in spades… but it might be best to just bid 3♠ now and then ‘save’ into 4♠ 
over a 4♥ bid (sounding like N/S were being stampeded into that decision).  North would like to 
support spades and then bid 5♦ over 5♥ (!?) to give South a more accurate picture of his hand but 
the ‘bridge ladder’ rank-of-the-suits forbids him from going that route.  Any N/S pair that buys the 
hand for 4♠/5♠ or 5♦ (doubled or not) should do quite well as it looks very difficult for E/W to get 
a diamond ruff versus a spade contract.  Good scores for E/W will be those allowed to play and 
make 5♣ (or better yet, 5♥).  A difficult, very competitive deal !  

A 4th chair opening by South should be more concerned 
with achieving a solid plus score rather than searching for 
game (as partner is already a passed hand).  To that end, 
start with 1♣.  West should take the opportunity to 
overcall 1♦ (it’s the suit he wants led and one way his side 
may be able to outcompete clubs).  North bids 1♠ to 
compete, or perhaps a slightly off-beat negative double… 
our vote goes to 1♠.  East can raise to 2♦ (although his 
hand has quite a bit of defense to spades and clubs, some 

of that may be poorly placed).  The spotlight returns to South… fearing that partner may take 
South’s ‘free’ rebid of 2NT as showing 17-18 balanced, South should pass, secure that North still has 
another turn.  North will compete with 3♣ at their turn.   That should be the end of the auction.   
Clubs is the nice safe spot that South was searching for… the listed spade contracts… even up to the 
game level (!?) are only playable due to the 3-3 trump break and the existing wonderful club 
position for N/S.  The solid +130’s in clubs may this time be nudged out by the ‘lucky’ +140 or 
+170’s in spades.  Some over-competing E/W pairs may find that they are due to lose a lot of 
tricks; the risky vulnerability conditions may lead to – 200 or -300 in a diamond part score.   We 
don’t see anyone getting to a spade game. 

North will start with 1♣ and even the most hyperactive 
Easts will resist the temptation to overcall.  South 
seemingly has a 3-way choice… 1NT (6-10; no major), 1♦ 
(natural; but unlimited), or 2♣ (natural, 4+ card support, 
no major).  We like 1♦ the least, and 2♣ the best.  The 
raise is defined and helps competition and for the lead; 
and here it’s not ‘shabby’ in the least; nine points with 
two trump honours.  West will double either 1NT or the 
raise to 2♣ with hopes that East can compete in a major.  

East will find it difficult to resist overcompeting after mentioning his hearts and having North take 
the push to 3♣.  East will likely advance on to 3♥ which will be the final contract.   With the 
defense cashing clubs until they vanish means that declarer needs to broach spades later… five 
losers finally.  N/S will be +50 for a good chunk of the matchpoints. 

 



We can see a variety of routes that this auction may take.  
East will open 1♦ and face the first hurdle after West’s 2♣ 
response.  Is the hand too strong for a simple raise to 3♣?  
Should East do more? (perhaps showing spade values 
before showing support for clubs as that description 
would sometimes make West’s route to 3NT… one of the 
possible contracts… decidedly easier).   Our feeling is a 
definite NO; just raise to 3♣; then use the remaining 

three-level bids to sort out ‘stoppers’ and values.   We can see some Wests [after the raise], in fear 
of a ‘weak’ opening opposite (say 2-3-4-4 12-13 Hcp), pulling in the reins and just rebidding 3NT.  
East, with no hint of extra values opposite, may think 3NT is high enough… then a reasonable slam 
will be missed.  

Some West players will just show heart values… with the intention of raising 3NT (to 4NT) if East 
decides to bid that next.  East may well accept the slam invitation with a jump to 6♣.  There is little 
to be gained by West (once in slam) of converting 6♣ (a good score if it makes) to a risky but more 
lucrative 6NT.   Some may use Blackwood before landing in 6♣.  The play in slam shouldn’t pose 
problems for West.  With all cards well-placed, we predict 6♣+1, scoring +1390, to be a very good 
result .    

After South has opened 1NT, West should do more than 
just think about preempting with 3♥; West should actually 
do it.  The internal solidity of the heart suit, the good side 
suit, and the 1-7-4-1 shape that will combine to serve as a 
“safety net”; plus the difficulty N/S will have in extracting 
a penalty against 3♥, all argue in favour of a preemptive 
bid.  The lack of cashing high hearts will also limit West’s 
sure tricks against an opposing contract [a case for 
declaring, and against defending].   

The preempt will “really put it to North” … who must decide to either raise to 3NT without any 
semblance of heart help, or instead try a natural 4♣ on what is essentially a moderate balanced 
hand.  If 3NT would be playable, the preempt will have done its job by pushing the opponents 
beyond their comfort zone (one can’t afford to play in 5 minor at matchpoints if the rest of the 
competitors are playing, and making, 3NT).  If the N/S auction goes beyond 3NT, it becomes a very 
difficult task for South to suggest 4NT as a contract with just the doubleton ♥KQ.   With West having 
no fast entry (since hearts are 7-2-2-2 around the table), South can set up the clubs by taking a 
finesse into the “safe” East hand.  We see N/S getting below average for +400 in 5♣, needing +430 
in 3NT (or more) for a good score.   

After a 1♥ opening by West, East has a tough responding 
problem.  Too much playing strength for a limit raise; but 
not enough in Hcp for a Forcing Raise.  Best to just bid 1♠… 
planning to later jump to 4♥ (this hand isn’t suitable for a 
“weak freak” immediate jump to 4♥).  South should 
interject with either a takeout double, or 2NT (for the 



other suits); the choice dependent on partnership style.  West will Pass with his minimum.  North 
will pick diamonds.  Back to East who continues with his plan and jumps to 4♥… South is unlikely to 
‘save’ by himself with such good defense, so the auction should end.  But, alas this is the day to 
sacrifice… 5♦x only goes down two for -500, while the heart game should score +650 for E/W 
(making five) and a good matchpoint result. 

At first glance the East hand may seem too strong for a 
simple 1♦ opening (but what else, pray tell?).  South will 
Pass (you didn’t bid with that motley collection, did you?).  
West will respond 1♥.  The ball is then back in East’s 
court… 4♥ is too timid; 4NT is too unilateral [think of 
responder’s hand having four/five small hearts; three 
small diamonds and the ♣KJ].  A “splinter raise” of hearts 
showing LOTS of points; four-card trump support, and 
shortness in clubs may be available to some… a 4♣ 

Splinter !!    Even with this useful device, most (if not all) pairs may find this slam too difficult to 
scientifically bid.  To get there the bull-in-a-china-shop 4NTers will still have to bid on… when West 
denies an Ace (or zero keycards if that is in your response system).   We don’t foresee many E/W + 
980’s on the scoresheet; mainly +480 in 4♥ or 5♥; very few will miss game.   

A textbook weak 2♠ bid for East… good suit; some shape; 
strong offense and limited defense… perfect!  South and 
West will Pass [remember that you can’t respond 3♥ with 
the West hand as that’s a forcing bid and you have no 
game intentions].  Wow, does North ever have a tough 
choice… a good hand with lots of points but limited 
support for the unbid major.  What’s he to do ?   Some 
will try just 3♦; others will try 2NT.  West, if the 2NT 

choice comes back to him, will be worried that North has a slew of clubs to run, so may test the 
waters with a natural, non-forcing 3♥.  Since North apparently can’t beat an E/W part score in hearts 
even with all his Aces and Kings (as he is endplayed at almost every turn), it would be good to bid 
more.  But we don’t see who should necessarily take the push to the 4-level.  Probably lots of 
different contracts and scores on this board, but +140 for E/W in 3♥ should be about average 
(although some may play there doubled).  N/S may get overboard in clubs or diamonds (or find 
they have few tricks in NoTrump).  Few Norths will let East play undisturbed in 2♠ so it will be left to 
the 3-level to act as the battleground. 

Might this be the simplest and most straightforward 
auction of today’s deals ? Perhaps. South will open 1♦ and 
West will overcall 1NT.  North can say little and it is our 
opinion that East should also Pass.  Balanced 8-counts 
with scattered values are bad invitations, often getting 
declarer overboard.  But, nevertheless, some Easts will 
invite… potentially getting their side overboard.  Plus 120 
for E/W will likely be a common, but good, result as 

some declarers may go minus (some careful Wests, escaping a heart lead, may divine all the suits 



and be +150).  We don’t see other contracts as the vulnerability will scare the opening bidder away 
from any balancing attempts if 1NT comes back around to South. 

After West passes, North will get his turn to view a good 
hand.  Strong one-suited hands like this (especially when 
they have good ‘side’ suits) are certainly worthy of a 2♣ 
start.   We have no objections here.  E/W will surely keep 
out of the auction.  After 2♣ – 2♦ – 2♥, South should 
rebid 2♠ to indicate some length and some values (an 
initial 2♠ response generally is reserved for a good suit).  
North will rebid 3♦ (hoping for a raise or a preference 
back to hearts), but South can do neither.  Two choices 

now for South… trying spades again or showing disdain for the proceedings with 3NT.  We like 3♠; 
we don’t feel that bidding NoTrump with a void in a strong opener’s long suit is the best way to go.   
North had best try 3NT himself (but understandably, some Norths will choose 4♥ instead).  Their 
choice will be the contract.   East has a difficult decision to make on opening lead and must work out 
that a spade attack will seldom give up a trick; all other choices are better for declarer.  Sometime 
while he is in dummy, North should take a diamond finesse… that should see him home for his 
contract.  A result of +400 N/S will likely be a reasonable matchpoint score as some will fail if they 
reach 4♥.  Almost all will get to some game; 5♦ on the 4-3 fit also seems playable.  

North will open 1♦  and South should raise to 2♦ (we 
think that a 1NT response is slightly misguided… those 
who advocate stopperless 1NT responses when hands 
have a minor suit fit give the opponents too much of a 
free ride).  West should double the raise to give his side 
chances to play in any of the other three denominations 
(rather than trying a unidirectional 3♣; or a single-
stopper 2NT bid if that is available).  Fortified by the 
raise, North can try a jamming 3♦ rebid… if East doesn’t 

think he has enough for a “free” 3♥ call, then the auction may die here.  3♦ is a great spot for N/S, 
even if it will usually finish one down.   E/W pairs brave enough (or given enough room) to locate the 
heart fit will be rewarded with + 140 or +170 their way [entry problems may necessitate getting the 
spade suit right but guessing it through the opening bidder seems ‘normal’].  A plus of +100 or more 
is necessary for E/W to get a good result on this board as there may be a variety of small results.   

With E/W remaining silent, the N/S auction should 
proceed:  1♦ – 2♣ – 2♥ – 2NT [safe since South has 
promised a rebid with his ‘reverse’] – 3♥ (bidding out the 
shape of the South hand) – 4♣ (cuebid for hearts with 
only 3-card support… if North liked diamonds they could 
indicate so on the previous round; or here now by just 
bidding 4♦) – 4♦ (cue) – 4♥ (having done as much as he 
can) – Pass.   We don’t want to get too involved in the 

never-ending discussion [that’s the bridge term for a vehement argument] as to which suit to open 
with the South hand.  We believe South’s correct bid to be 1♦, but others disagree.  While the odd 



pair may will play in diamonds, most will get to just 4♥… those who have caught “the slammish flu” 
will have time after Blackwood reveals a paucity of KeyCards to stop at the 5-level which, this time, 
is safe enough.  A score of +450 N/S will, we expect, be just an average result as some defenders 
won’t listen carefully to the auction (so they won’t select a spade lead), and then occasionally a 
+680 will slip through. 

South will open 1♥ and West should … Double !?  What ?, 
how can we take that action with such minimal diamond 
support ?   Well, Double has several ways to win… 
advancer could select spades or clubs; or they might have 
a few values and not insist on diamonds too strongly; 
then sometime in the auction we should be able to show 
our heart stoppers; or they might bid NoTrump by 
themselves, in which case our hand is just what they are 
looking for.   Here all is rosy; East, acting over North’s 

raise of hearts, should jump to 3♠ (his hand is just too good for a 2♠ ‘freebid’).  West will carry on to 
game.   Unluckily the auction has put the wrong hand on lead… South knows what to do !   Lead his 
singleton; win the Ace of trumps and figure out how to cross to the North hand in order to receive 
his club ruff.  The sight of dummy (West’s hand) will help him immensely in that respect, as hearts is 
a non-starter.  North will win the second diamond to give his partner the necessary club ruff.   So; 
most tables will play spades E/W… some making ten tricks when North is on lead… either +170 or 
+420; some only +140 or -50 when South is on lead.  At times the luck of the game seems very 
unfair. 

South will need to answer a difficult question after their 
partner starts with 1♦…how do you force with diamonds 
in a Standard framework ?  The answer is by bidding a 
suit that you can always convert to diamonds; and that 
suit is Clubs… respond 2♣ and see what happens !  
Opener will raise their response up to 3♣; what now ?  
[Standard has an answer here; just continue with 3♦.  
This “re-raise” is a forcing bid.]  Players in today’s game 
may be VERY worried that the auction might stop there in 

3D … partner might Pass !?,  so most will just rebid 3NT to make sure that they get to game.     
Opener will at least ‘know’ a lot about responder’s hand … clubs and generally balanced (since you 
are suggesting 3NT); values in spades and hearts; and at least opening bid strength.  With his 
minimum range balanced hand, opener will, I am sure, elect to Pass and 3NT (by South) will be the 
final contract.  Some declarers will make just ten tricks for +630 N/S… but some will get spades 
right (low to the nine initially).  They will score +660 for most of the matchpoints.   

Time for a bidding challenge for E/W.  Most pairs will get 
to the doomed 4♠ game in one of two ways… after a start 
of 1♣ – 1♥ – 2NT(18-19).  An old bridge adage says that 
once you have responded to a minor and opener shows 
18-19 balanced, the only way out of the auction below 
game is to Pass 2NT… everything else is Forcing.  After 



this strength-showing 2NT rebid by opener, responder can use an artificial 3C bid (called “CheckBack 
Stayman”) to find out what opener has in the majors… we already know they don’t have 4-card 
heart support for us since they haven’t raised our suit to the appropriate level.  But opener might 
have 3-card support or an unbid 4-card spade suit; this CheckBack is used to find that out.  It also 
attempts to have the “big hand” play the contract… usually a good idea.  Responder’s wish comes 
true and they can raise opener to 4♠; … or perhaps the auction might go 1♣ – 1♥ – 2NT – 3♠ 
– 4♠.    

An occasional pair may find their way via 1♣ – 1♥ – 2NT – 3NT (!?) to the only game on this 
layout that has a hope.  If North should happen to lead a diamond from his five-card suit, declarer is 
“in with a chance”.  Win the Queen; go to dummy with the ♥Ace (we can unblock the suit later if 
we need to); and finesse in spades (losing to North’s ♠K).  Then duck North’s ♦ return (to make 
sure there is no diamond to communicate back into the North hand), but win the next diamond.  
Cash the West hand’s high hearts (to unblock them), as we might, after all, have nine sure tricks if 
that suit breaks 3-3… [consisting of  2♦’s, 3♠’s, and 4♥’s].  But the heart suit doesn’t split (we 
have only three winners there, not four); so cash out the spades ending in the dummy.  Then lead a 
club towards your hand… and play the King !! (remembering that you can’t let North in since he has 
the cashing diamonds… so play for the ♣Ace to be with South).  If E/W bid and make any game, 
they will be well-rewarded in their matchpoint score… it figures to be a near top.   

A clear-cut advertisement for a Texas transfer … 
basically an extension of Jacoby transfers but shown 
after opener’s NoTrump by a jump to the 4-level.   South 
will open 1NT and North can bid 4♦ (a game transfer to 
hearts).  South’s forced rebid of 4♥ will end the auction.  
Without anything to guide him, we doubt that many 
Wests will lead the ♦Ace, preferring instead to try a 4th 
best spade, or the top of a doubleton ♣9.  There will be 
a silent cry of anguish from the opening leader as he is 

greeted by the dummy… declarer, after cashing 2♣s, can cross on the ♥Ace to pitch away dummy’s 
only diamond on the ♣Ace.  What’s more infuriating is that the impending squeeze (in spades & 
diamonds on West) will allow declarer to make six for +480 without the worry of even needing to 
guess the spade or diamond suits.    

We can see one of several different routes getting N/S to 
their spade game.  For the aggressive… 1♥ – 1♠ – 4♠.   For 
the scientific… 1♥ – 1♠ – 4♦ (splinter; if possible) – 4♠.  
For the conservative/blue chip bidders… 1♥ – 1♠ – 3♠ – 
4♠.  With the ♣Ace onside, it is almost a certainty that 
any road will lead to eleven tricks for declarer.  A score of 
+650 N/S should be quite a common result.   

 

 



This hand boils down to a decision by East.  How 
aggressive should they be after partner opens 1NT.  The 
normal start of 1N – 2♦ (transfer) – 2♥ will leave East a 
choice to bid 2NT (natural, invitational, non forcing.) 
which may get the partnership to just 3♥ [West should 
pull 2NT to 3♥ since he has three hearts]; or  East could 
evaluate his nice nine points (all in suits of length) and 
force to game by jumping to 3NT [giving opener the 
choice of playing there or converting to 4♥].   We feel that 

East’s hand is strong enough to go the latter route… a game force type… but not by very much.   
Since some pairs will be in game and others will not, it boils down to a question of play… will/can 
declarer make it?  The answer to that question is a decided Unlikely; West just doesn’t seem to have 
enough tricks as all the side suits lie badly.  We expect many more -100’s (or possibly -200’s) than 
+620’s.  Getting a plus score, usually +140, for E/W should be worth a good position on the 
matchpoint scale. 

With the points divided rather evenly (N/S have 19 and 
E/W 21) and all hands balanced, this rates to be a 
competitive fight; and so it goes.  North gets the opening 
salvo.   Most will elect to open the bidding due to their 3 
Quick Tricks (the ♠AK and ♥Ace).  But North is restricted 
(in a 5-Card Major framework) to starting with 1♣ and 
that will silence East.  South will respond 1♥ and North 
[exhaling a silent deep breath now that their opening has 
been justified] will raise to 2♥.  East shouldn’t let this get 

past him a second time and so should make a delayed takeout double of hearts… he couldn’t have 
much of a better hand and not have bid the first time.  South will Pass and West will just bid 2♠.  No 
one else has enough to speak again, so that should be the final contract.   Should North elect to 
Pass initially [surely not the worst bidding decision ever made], then N/S may find it impossible to 
get into the bidding.   With North passing, here it is East who will open 1♣, and then raise his 
partner’s 1♠ response to 2♠.  North’s balanced 12 count with a whole bunch of losers isn’t 
everyone’s shining example of ‘a sandwich seat takeout double’ [in between two live bidders] so he 
will need be content to stay out of that auction early.  Later he will find that the bidding has 
progressed to the three-level when it comes time to make his next decision [maybe it wasn’t such a 
bad idea, after all, to open the bidding in first position; save yourself all that hassle !?].   

North has a tough call after his partner starts the 
auction with 1♥.  He would like to ensure that his side 
gets to game but an immediate jump to 4♥ doesn’t 
show this type of hand [it’s reserved for the ‘weak-
freak’ type… lots of trumps and not too many points].  
So North is stuck with responding 1♠ (needing one more 
heart to use a Jacoby 2NT Forcing raise).  South will 
usually rebid 1NT although a raise to 2♠ is another 
possible choice.  Now North can raise to 4♥ to show 



opening bid values and three card trump support; or hide his hearts and just raise to 3NT hoping 
that both contracts have the same number of tricks.  That would be the winning decision here as 
there doesn’t appear to be a tenth trick in 4♥.  Getting to a making game will score very well here; 
some +600’s N/S… just a few +620’s in 4♥, but many going -100. 

West, in 2nd seat, will open a minor.   Although textbooks 
advocate 1♦ with 4-4 in the minors, best here to start 
with 1♣ as that is the lead you want if your side doesn’t 
get to “buy the hand”.  North has close to an opening 
bid but must pass over 1♣ as a takeout double with only 
two hearts is not recommended.  East will respond 1♠ 
and then pass West’s 1NT rebid.  South might balance 
back into the bidding with 2♥ … but it is quite a 
dangerous position as the opener could easily have a 

four-card heart suit sitting over top of him.  Most South players will choose to defend.  North’s 
relatively safe-looking ♣Q lead doesn’t turn out to be very safe at all, as it gives West time to 
develop a third diamond trick.  We don’t see declarer finding a seventh trick, so down one for -100 
looks like a common result.  Without a fit N/S will find it difficult to play any contract of their own 
and will often exchange a possible plus score for a minus one if they elect to get into the bidding.  

West should open 1NT with his balanced 15 Hcp as it 
will solve his rebid problems.  Partner will transfer to 
spades and proceed along one of two possible routes.  
Bidding 3NT next (not worrying about hearts) to give 
opener the choice between 3NT and 4♠…or, rebidding 
3♣ to force to game and leaving the 3-level open to 
decide which game is correct.  Either choice should end 
up in 3NT.  North, not having heard anything about 
hearts in the auction, will usually lead his 4th best heart.  

Declarer plays on spades (Ace and then low to the Queen, followed by a third round if the second 
one is ducked); then will usually need to guess the location of the ♦Q later in the play to get their 
total up to nine tricks. A score of +600 for E/W will result well; there will be few of today’s pairs 
that venture into the 5-2 spade fit.  Some E/W pairs may not even get to game, usually playing a 
NoTrump part score.   Any minus score for E/W will give a lot of the board’s matchpoints to N/S. 

I hope that all participating players, both Rookies and Masters, have enjoyed today’s hands.  I’ve 
certainly enjoyed discussing them with you.  If your partnership had a good score for the session,  
I’m sure that you will have avoided some, or most, of the pitfalls that we’ve discussed here in the 
analysis.   REMEMBER…    Ask Questions… Patiently give or get Answers… that’s a great way to 
improve at the game. 

To discuss playing/teaching opportunities, interested bridge players can reach Ron at cardinal-
bridge@hotmail.com; or you can follow him on BridgeBase Online (BBO) where he competes under 
the  “cardinal25” screen-name; or you could just drop him a line with an interesting hand or two.     

See you at the table soon… maybe even tomorrow!  

mailto:cardinal-bridge@hotmail.com
mailto:cardinal-bridge@hotmail.com


Thank you for participating! 

 

Are you a member of the CBF? 

 

Here are some of the things the Canadian Bridge Federation does: 

• Publish Bridge Canada, an online bi-monthly magazine which has articles of interest 
to advanced, intermediate and beginning players 
• Represent Canada on World Bridge issues 

• Select teams who will compete for Canada in the World Championships and provide 
subsidies to defray their expenses 

• Mentor and encourage young players. Juniors have the opportunity to attend the 
World Youth Championships 

• Administer the CBF Charitable fund that directs funds raised in Charity games to 
worthy Canadian charities 

• Administer the Richmond race and give out Mini-Richmond awards 
• Run two Canada wide rookie master games each year 

• Administer the Erin Berry Memorial Fund 
• Hold the Canadian Bridge Championships annually in different locations in Canada, 

where we have events for players of all skill levels 
• Run the Online Team Championships where players from across Canada can 

compete against each other 
• Hold a Canada wide STaC every year and a CBF Regional when possible 

 

If you would like to become a member of the CBF, you can join on the CBF website 
www.cbf.ca. Membership is $18 per year until the end of 2019, in 2020 membership will 

increase to $20 per year. 
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